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Agenda

ÜUTSA Downtown Begins
ÜA New Downtown Era
ÜUpdating the Vision
ÜWrap-up

UTSA 



Downtown Campus

Main Campus

Park West Campus

Hemisfair Campus

Southwest Campus

UT Health San Antonio

UTSA’S 

CAMPUSES 
FIVE
Ü Main – 600 acres

Ü Downtown – 23 acres

Ü Southwest – 7 acres

Ü Hemisfair – 13 acres

Ü Park West – 135 acres
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UTSA 
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An Urban Beginning

“The downtown campus expanded 
access to a major public university for 
people who previously could not 
overcome distance, transit and/ or 
financial challenges.”

-Former Mayor Julián Castro

UTSA | DOWNTOWN 

1995

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Nelson Wolff, Bexar County judge, who was part of the groundbreaking of the Downtown Campus in 1995, also provided opening remarks. Wolff said The city wanted to offer its urban population an opportunity to fulfill their educational dreams without having to travel outside of Loop 410. To address this absence, Bill Miller Bar-B-Q Enterprises, Inc. bought and gifted property between West Durango Boulevard and Buena Vista Street for the construction of the downtown campus. By 1997, the Downtown Campus officially opened with four academic buildings.



UTSA Downtown
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1995

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ground broke on the UTSA Downtown Campus in 1995 and officially opened its doors in 1997.  President Eighmy has the vision to take UTSA to the next level.The downtown campus serves 4,500 students – down considerably since its heyday eight years ago, Eighmy said, when some 8,000 students took at least one class there. 
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2003

UTSA Downtown

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Cattelmans may have been boughtCall Robert Dickens
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2010

UTSA Downtown

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Late 2000’s  This was the peak of the downtown enrollment at about 8,000 students,  they changed the model, they offered more section on main campus and the classes didn’t make downtown once the main campus classes were open.  It died by attrition and eventually stopped offering them2000’s they forced classes needed to graduate downtown 
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2017

UTSA Downtown

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
7 of these boxes are parking lots and cleared lots, some of them held local businessesThe county courthouse and San Antonio Police Station were built A mental wellness facility was erected adjacent to the Monterey Building VIA’s Centro PlazaThe Vistana residential apartment building (now called Inspire Downtown) was built
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President Eighmy Arrives
UTSA | DOWNTOWN 

“I believe that great cities 
need great universities.”

2017

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
During his presentation, Eighmy elaborated on his plans, adding that he’s interested in developing a “distributed campus” not confined to UTSA’s current footprint downtown. Referencing the design of schools like Arizona State University and Northeastern University, Eighmy said some of the most successful urban schools are integrated within the downtown landscape, where a person can’t tell what is the city and what is the institute of higher education.He said he doesn’t want the freeway or railroad tracks that border UTSA’s downtown campus on either side to be viewed as boundaries. He’s also interested in looking at a wider radius around campus to see how UTSA’s footprint could be expanded.linking educational attainment to San Antonio's economic development. Under his leadership, UTSA is producing more graduates than ever before, driving job creation and the city's growing knowledge economy
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2018

UTSA | DOWNTOWN 

Building Momentum

“This is going to be the most 
important thing to happen to 
downtown in decades.”

- Graham Weston

“This development will bring life 
to our downtown and be a 
beacon to students from all 
walks of life.”

- Judge Nelson Wolff

“It will accelerate downtown San Antonio’s 
ongoing resurgence and provide a 
transformative boost that enhances economic 
opportunity for generations to come.”

- Mayor Ron Nirenberg

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
President Eighmy went on a listening tour“To dream big it takes courage, vision, resources and a realignment of the community,” Eighmy said. “The purpose of higher education is to lead by hope and lead by example. Others have gone before you, and we can do the same. The future is possible.”October of 2018 City council approved the sale of 702 Dolorosa and 506 Dolorosa October 2018 The County approved the sale of 622 DolorosaSeptember 2018 UTSA received a Gift from Graham Weston for the School of Data ScienceWeston committed to the UTSA project in 2018. Soon after, the City of San Antonio approved the transfer of two parcels of municipal land, including the San Pedro I site, to accommodate the university’s expansion plans. The county has provided similar support to help bring the project to fruition.
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Building the Team

2018 2018 2020

Dr. Kimberly Espy Veronica Salazar, MBA Corrina Green

UTSA | DOWNTOWN 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Espy - earned a national reputation for helping institutions achieve transformative results in student success, academics and research, faculty and staff development and university-community collaborationsSalazar – Made significant contributions to the success and momentum of the Merced 2020 Project, a four-year, $1.3 billion initiative that is adding 1.2 million gross square feet to the university’s campus footprint by leading the development of the project’s comprehensive financial plan and its organizational structureBoth led UTSA’s transition to a new budget model, which will help the university create a strong foundation for fiscal health while laying the groundwork for growth and innovationGreen - Corrina was Director of Development for Zachry Hospitality. Corrina is actively involved in the San Antonio chapter of the Urban Land Institute, serving as Chair for Mission Advancement and the incoming San Antonio District Chair, Co-Chairing the Placemaking Local Member Council and sitting on the National Placemaking Product Council.
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2018 – 2019 Masterplan Development

UTSA | DOWNTOWN 

Creating the Vision
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UTSA | DOWNTOWN 

The Vision

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
10,000 students downtown Provide a wholistic experience for students, researchers, faculty and staff alike
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UTSA | DOWNTOWN 

Building the Vision

San Pedro Block

506 Dolorosa 622 Dolorosa 702 Dolorosa

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P
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Downtown Campus
San Pedro Block

Ü What are the future site pads?

Ü How does it interact with the 
opportunities the urban 
environment provides?

Ü How can the block best serve 
our strategic growth needs?

Ü How do we make this an inviting 
space for the community?

UTSA | DOWNTOWN PROGRESS
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Downtown Campus
UTSA | DOWNTOWN PROGRESS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We continued to ask questions like….What opportunities exist downtown that we are not yet engaged with?What are the potential cultural and community impacts of the relocation?What would you move downtown to create critical mass?
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Downtown Campus
San Pedro I

Ü Spring ‘23 Opening

Ü 167,000 GSF

Ü TPC $ 91.8 Million

Ü $15 million donation from 
Graham Weston

UTSA | DOWNTOWN PROGRESS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Eatery is open and serving the local communityOnly secret clearance conference center downtown
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Downtown Campus
Public Art

Ü Cristina Sosa 
Noriega’s Mural 

Ü Mark Hogensen's 
Mural

Discovery Enterprise

Art  Fueled By Science

UTSA | DOWNTOWN PROGRESS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
UTSA worked closely with the City of San Antonio’s Department of Arts & Culture to advance its public art mural project. The project began with a community engagement process that enabled the university and its partners to collaboratively define its scope, establish storytelling themes for the murals and issue an invitation for artists to submit their ideas. Centro San Antonio and the San Antonio River Authority were central to these discussions.Noriega has created several art projects in San Antonio and South Texas. She is best known for her “My Loteria” series of 54 oil paintings, in which she re-created the images and symbols of the classic Mexican Loteria with the Tex-Mex symbols from her childhood. She is also the artist behind the winter-themed mural at the Southwest Loop 410 underpass at Villamain Rd., one of a series of four murals commissioned through the City of San Antonio’s Public Art Program.The artwork, which speaks to San Antonio’s past, present and future, Noriega’s mural portrays a young Mexican-American girl making a wish on a dandelion, representing her dreams for the future. She wears UTSA’s school colors, a traditional orange blouse with blue embroidery, reinforcing the university’s role as a Hispanic Serving Institution and symbolizing San Antonio’s roots and future.  When viewed from a distance, the mural’s floating seeds start as regular dandelion seeds. Then they slowly transform into digital dandelion seeds that morph into bright color streaks and dots representing data art or “art fueled by science,” as Noriega describes it. This symbolism gives the mural a surreal quality and hints to the building’s larger purpose and themes.Hogensen, a retired art professor from Palo Alto College, employs heightened perspective and a bold palette, combining irregular shape and illusory form to create abstractions that appear to jump off the wall. Drawing parallels to architecture and landscape, his imagery evokes a sense of movement, encouraging the viewer to traverse pseudo-geometrical forms and drift amidst bulbous shapes.Running counter to that will be manipulated perspective passages meant to imply distance from the present in past and forward time frames. When fully installed, the mural will wrap around the northeast corner of San Pedro I, offering a progressive view of a limitless future in an arena of continual expansion.
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Downtown Campus
San Pedro II

Ü NTP Fall ’23

Ü Completion Spring ‘26

Ü 182,000 GSF

Ü Backpack & Briefcase 
programs

Ü TPC $131 million

UTSA | DOWNTOWN PROGRESS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 $52,409,972 from State of Texas Tuition Revenue Bond proceeds and $72,000,000 from University of Texas System Permanent University Fund bond proceeds, with the remainder in equipment financing
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Southwest Campus

Ü Purchased in July of ‘22

Ü 89,000 GSF

Ü Accredited in August ‘22

Ü Mix of degree seeking, 
community and children’s 
class offerings

UTSA | DOWNTOWN PROGRESS
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Southwest Campus

Ü Mechanical system replacement and 
repair

Ü Historic structural and building 
envelope repair

Ü Security and access upgrades

Ü UTSA UTS backbone infrastructure in 
key support buildings

Ü ADA and life safety egress upgrades

UTSA | DOWNTOWN PROGRESS

Upgrades & Deferred Maintenance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ADA and life safety egress upgradesIrrigation and controls repairUpdated signageParking lot repair and sealcoatingSecurity and access upgradesUTSA UTS backbone infrastructure in key support buildingsProperly sized domestic water meter upgradeInstallation of additional emergency lighting 



Fall ‘19 Winter ‘20 Summer ‘22 Winter ‘22 Spring ‘23 Fall 23’

D E S T I N AT I O N S
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DTC Timeline Since 2019

Release of 
Masterplan

Acquisition of 506 
Dolorosa & Start of 
SPI Construction

Break ground 
on SP II

Acquisition of 
Southwest Campus

Opening of 
SPI

Purchase of 
622 & 702 
Dolorosa

UTSA | DOWNTOWN PROGRESS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We have doubled our property holdings into the downtown core
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Updating the Vision
UTSA | DOWNTOWN PROGRESS

Ü What opportunities exist, that 
didn’t before?

Ü What full programs, departments 
& colleges should we look at 
moving downtown next?

Ü What external stakeholders can 
we partner with to continue to 
build out the backpack and 
briefcase ecosystem?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Roughly 5 years since we have started this journey plus one pandemic we are working in the new normal.  We worked through the summer with campus leadership to help discussions around the how the new normal has impacted the initial vision.  What opportunities have come up since 2019 and what challenges have we experienced that we need to adjust for.  One of the clear lessons learned that came from these discussion is we need to bring full programs/departments and even colleges downtown.  Bringing the full groups will provide better efficiencies and collaboration even with the adoption of virtual technology.   Being split was just not working.  Through the next year we will be working to identify departments that will benefit from being downtownIn my mind that is the next big step that will catapult us into the next phase of UTSA’s downtown growthAs we plan and grow, we need to continue to look outward and partner with external stakeholders to build the backpack and briefcase ecosystem
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2023

UTSA Downtown

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
President Michael Crow joins ASU in 2002 with a vision for transforming the university into a "New American University" focused on access, excellence, and impact.Crow begins exploring the potential for ASU's expansion into downtown Phoenix, recognizing the opportunity for urban revitalization and engagement with the city's diverse sectors.This started with a breakfast meeting between President Crow and Mayoral Candidate Phil Gordon, who would become Phoenix’s Mayor from 2004 - 2012They discussed a downtown campus geared toward city-minded students attracted to service-oriented careers. The area was teeming with government, media, nonprofit, legal, medical and business operations ripe for full- or part-time internships, mentoring and professional networking opportunities.  written down on a napkin was the blueprint in early Crow pulled “Duke” Reiter 2004 that he was pulled into Crow’s office and asked if he could design an urban campus for ASU. There weren’t yet too many hard-and-fast specifics, including which colleges would relocate downtown, but he was given one directive — have it done in 60 days.Around the same time Crow also brought in additional University Planning help with the Richard Stanley, a Senior Vice President from NYU
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Downtown Campus
COSA Collaboration

Ü Complete streets

Ü Dolorosa improvements

UTSA | DOWNTOWN PROGRESS
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Downtown Campus
COSA Collaboration

Ü Complete streets

Ü Dolorosa improvements

UTSA | DOWNTOWN PROGRESS
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I-35 Placemaking

Ü Concept Options for 
Consideration

Downtown Campus
UTSA | DOWNTOWN PROGRESS
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Downtown Campus
Connectivity

UTSA | DOWNTOWN PROGRESS

Ü Days/ Hours of Operation
• Monday – Friday
• 7:30am – 10:00pm

Ü Stops (Pick-Up /  Drop-Off)
• Service connecting the three 

UTSA campuses 
• Alternatively, shorter route 

connecting DTC and SP1
• 10 min. max response time
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Downtown Campus
Grant Opportunit ies

Ü Connecting 
Communities

Ü Focus on Equity and 
Removal of Barriers

UTSA | DOWNTOWN PROGRESS
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Downtown Campus
Monterey & Catt leman’s 

Ü Explored Options

Ü COVID adjusted timeline 

Ü Future RFI exploration

UTSA | DOWNTOWN PROGRESS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Previous demand studies were not favorable for P3 opportunities
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Downtown Office Space
Downtown Opportunity

Ü Vacant office space 

Ü Meeting with local developers 
and owners

Ü Workplace shift has offered 
potential win-win scenarios not 
available before

UTSA | DOWNTOWN PROGRESS
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2023

UTSA Downtown

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The properties are adjacent to the next phase of the $175 million San Pedro Creek Improvement
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Focused Themes
The holistic experience
Ü It was understood that this could not be a traditional campus, we need to 

provide full student, researcher, faculty and staff support services in an 
urban environment

Porous orientation

Ü Design intentionally to be inviting and to blend with the community already 
living and working there. Expose the campus and engage with the 
downtown community.

Maintain Connection
Ü Design an urban campus tailored for the profile of San Antonio. Create 

reasons and ways to connect the distributed downtown assets.

UTSA | DOWNTOWN
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Lessons Learned
Intentionality
Ü Be very intentional about what whole programs, departments and colleges you bring 

downtown. What would benefit from being downtown?
Protect your edges
Ü We are creating value in the downtown environment. Buy more land early, it will only 

get tougher and more expensive down the road.
Invest time in relationships
Ü Get to know your neighbors. The communities, local business owners, local 

developers, local transit authority, local government leaders, etc. Ask them what 
opportunities you see that we may be missing, ask them often.

UTSA | DOWNTOWN

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
RelationshipsAlso find aspirational peers and go talk to them often as well.  No single person is figuring all of this out themselves.  ASU has been a wealth of knowledge for us and they are more than willing to engage every time we ask them!
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Lessons Learned

ÜDon’t be afraid to create a BOLD vision and ask your 
local community to help build with you

UTSA | DOWNTOWN

Vision

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
RelationshipsAlso find aspirational peers and go talk to them often as well.  No single person is figuring all of this out themselves.  ASU has been a wealth of knowledge for us and they are more than willing to engage every time we ask them!
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